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 -12-01... Ubuntu Software Packages (gdm3): gdm 3.3.0-20ubuntu1~19.10.1 amd64 A display manager for GNOME A: xorg uses /dev/fb* to draw to the display. The first device is defined by default in your kernel config. Usually, the kernel config does not include a framebuffer device, so the framebuffer is allocated to the first monitor instead of the first console. You can have a kernel config that
includes a framebuffer (as part of the video output subsystem) by adding to your kernel config the CONFIG_FRAMEBUFFER option (use "make menuconfig" to access it), and then recompile the kernel. When the kernel starts it will use the framebuffer and the console will not be accessible. Alternatively, you can use the runlevel console=tty1 option to switch to the first console when the system
starts (use the init runlevel in /etc/inittab to choose the runlevel). You can also select the video output subsystem with the module parameter video=Fbdev in the kernel command line (use the boot parameter "video=Fbdev", like "video=Fbdev,width=1280,height=720,xres=800,yres=600,depth=24,mtrr=3,ramdisk_size=4096"). Try this solution. I use it. tty7=ttyS0 I have a desktop and a laptop (on a

docking station), both connected to the same monitor. The console for the desktop is on tty6 and the console for the laptop is on tty7. I simply switched the terminal in gnome-terminal. I then removed the single USB keyboard from the dock station, I moved it to the desktop. It now works perfectly for me. My system: uname -r -> 4.13.0-37-generic cat /proc/cmdline ->
BOOT_IMAGE=/boot/vmlinuz-4.13.0-37-generic root=UUID=8ef964b0-dd5a-47ba-8d00-066c8aa8758e ro quiet splash video=eDP-1:d hitachi,toshiba- 82157476af
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